The excess of 15-30 Hz (β-band) oscillations in the basal ganglia is one of the key 13 signatures of Parkinson's disease (PD). The STN-GPe network is integral to generation 14 and modulation of β band oscillations in basal ganglia. However, the role of changes in 15 the firing rates and spike bursting of STN and GPe neurons in shaping these oscillations 16 has remained unclear. In order to uncouple their effects, we studied the dynamics of 17 STN-GPe network using numerical simulations. In particular, we used a neuron model, 18 in which firing rates and spike bursting can be independently controlled. Using this 19 model, we found that while STN firing rate is predictive of oscillations but GPe firing 20 rate is not. The effect of spike bursting in STN and GPe neurons was state-dependent . 21 That is, only when the network was operating in a state close to the border of 22 oscillatory and non-oscillatory regimes, spike bursting had a qualitative effect on the β 23 band oscillations. In these network states, an increase in GPe bursting enhanced the 24 oscillations whereas an equivalent proportion of spike bursting in STN suppressed the 25 oscillations. These results provide new insights into the mechanisms underlying the 26 transient β bursts and how duration and power of β band oscillations may be controlled 27 by an interplay of GPe and STN firing rates and spike bursts.
be independently controlled. To achieve this, we use the State-dependent Stochastic 143 Bursting Neuron (SSBN) [52] . The subthreshold membrane potential dynamics of the 144 SSBN model is same as that of the Leaky Integrate and Fire (LIF) neuron:
where, τ m is the membrane time constant,V m is the membrane potential and I syn is the 146 total synaptic current to the neuron. The spike generation mechanism of SSBN is 147 stochastic. On reaching the spiking threshold V th , the SSBN generates a burst of b 148 spikes with a probability of 1/b every time V m ≥ V th . This allows us to vary the size of 149 spike burst without affecting the spike rate and the input output neuron transfer 150 function of the neuron (in S1 Fig) . The inter-spike-interval within the burst is constant 151 and is same as the refractory period of the neuron (5ms). In order to ensure that the 152 qualitative results are independent of the choice of the refractory period, we reproduced 153 More details about this neuron model can be found in [52] . All the neurons in the 157 STN and GPe were modelled as SSBNs. The neuron parameters used are consistent 158 with the STN-GPe network used in a recent work by [35] and are listed in Table 1 . We 159 used the same neuron parameters for STN and GPe neurons, however the two neuron 160 types received different amount of external inputs as we explored network state space 161 for different external inputs to the GPe and STN. We investigated the oscillation dynamics of the STN-GPe network in two conditions: 176 Condition A: To characterize the effect of firing rates on β band oscillations we 177 studied the network when all the neurons were non-bursting type. For 178 these simulations we set B = 1 for all the neurons. 179 Condition B: To characterize the effect of spike bursting on β band oscillations we 180 used networks in which a fraction of STN and/or GPe neurons were 181 bursting type. The fraction of bursting neurons in the two populations 182 was varied systematically from 0 to 1. For these simulation we set the 183 spike burst length B = 4 for the bursting neurons and B = 1 for the 184 non-bursting (or regular spiking neurons). 185 Robustness analysis of network parameters 186 In order to ensure that our results are not dependent on a specific choice of network 187 parameters used in [35] , we also performed a robustness analysis. To this end we 188 simulated 10000 different models. For each model the value of each of the model 189 parameters (i.e. network connection probability, synaptic strength and delays) were 190 drawn from a Gaussian distribution, whose mean was set to the value used in the model 191 by Mirzaei et al. [35] and the standard deviation was taken as 20% of the mean value. 192 For each parameter set (comprising of nine model parameters -see Table 2 ), the model 193 was simulated for different values of external input to STN and GPe neurons to 3.0ms (2.8 2.5, 3.2) GPe to GPe synaptic delay τ gpe−stn 6.0ms (5.7, 4.7, 6.4) GPe to STN synaptic delay τ stn−gpe 6.0ms (5.7, 4.9, 6.4 seeds. The spectral entropy for the five trials was averaged to obtain the state space 198 (e.g. Fig 2C) for each parameter set. Next, we identified the parameter set that results 199 in a state space which had linearly separable oscillatory (spectral entropy ≤ 0.45) and
200 non-oscillatory (spectral entropy ≥ 0.55) regions. This was done using a Support Vector 201 Classifier (SVC) from python library sklearn to classify our networks into two classes 202 (class label 0: non-oscillatory, spectral entropy ≥ 0.55 and class label 1: oscillatory, 203 spectral entropy ≤ 0.45). Using this analysis we retained the models that resulted in a 204 classification score of 1. From the retained models, we estimated the distribution of 205 each network parameter. 206 We would however like to point out, that this is a preliminary robustness analysis 207 and is no way a comprehensive sensitivity analysis which may include calculation of 208 sensitivity of different features (e.g. spectral entropy) with respect to perturbations in 209 network parameters, analysis of the "sloppy"/sensitive parameters and/or covariance 210 between the parameter values [54, 55] , which is beyond the scope of the this work. To quantify how oscillatory the network activity was, we computed the spectral entropy 229 H S , which is a measure of dispersion of spectral energy of a signal [52, 56] .
where P k is the spectral power at frequency k and N is the total number of 231 frequency bins considered. To estimate spectral entropy we normalized P k such that 232 k P k = 1. The spectral power was calculated in the β frequency range, i.e.,
233
10-35 Hz [57] . Note that we consider the frequency range wide enough to cover both low 234 (10 − 20 Hz) and high beta (20 − 35 Hz) as we span across a wide range of input firing 235 rates. There is a large variability in the peak frequency and range of the β-band 236 oscillations even among rodents. It may depend on the pathological state of the animal 237 (healthy or 6-OHDA lesioned) and/or the recording conditions (anaesthetized or awake the corresponding script to reproduce the figure.
252
Duration and amplitude of beta oscillations bursts (beta bursts) 253 We defined the length of a burst of β band oscillations (β-burst) as the duration for 254 which instantaneous power in the β band remained above a threshold (β th ). β th was the 255 average power in the β band for an uncorrelated ensemble of Poisson spikes trains with 256 same average firing rate as the neurons in the network. Because neurons in our model 257 had different average firing rate (averaged over 5 trials) depending on the external input 258 and network activity states, β th for each network activity state was different. The β 259 oscillation burst amplitude was estimated as the peak power in the β band. To estimate 260 the β oscillation burst amplitude we smoothened the power spectrum using a cubic 261 kernel. We also estimated the maximum frequency during the β-bursts. Because the 262 peak frequency of beta oscillation bursts was found to be between 15-20Hz, a narrower 263 band (15 − 20Hz) was used to define a β oscillation burst for an accurate description of 264 the threshold.
265

Estimation of excitation-inhibition balance 266
The E-I balance a GPe neuron was calculated as the ratio of effective excitatory input it received from the STN neurons (J EI-eff ) and effective inhibitory input it received from March 4, 2020 7/36 other GPe neurons (J II-eff ). The effective synaptic weights J EI-eff , J II-eff were estimated as:
where R stn is the average firing rate of the STN neurons, J stn−gpe is the synaptic strength of STN→GPe connection, stn−gpe is the probability connection from STN to GPe, N stn is the number of STN neurons and τ exc is the time constant of the excitatory synapses (Table 1) . Similarly, the J II-eff was estimated as:
where R gpe is the average firing rate of the GPe neurons, J gpe−gpe is the synaptic 267 strength of GPE→GPe connection, gpe−gpe is the probability connection from GPe to 268 GPe, N gpe is the number of GPe neurons and τ inh is the time constant of the inhibitory 269 synapse ( First, we studied the effect of STN and GPe firing rates on the emergence of oscillations. 294 To this end, we systematically varied the rate of external input to STN and GPe 295 neurons to obtain different firing rates in these neurons and measured the spectral 296 entropy of the population activity to characterize the oscillations (Fig 2) . As expected 297 the GPe firing rates monotonically increased as we increased excitatory input to the 298 STN (Fig 2A) . However, GPe firing rate varied in a non-monotonic fashion as we 299 increased excitatory input to the GPe neurons (Fig 2A) , because of the recurrent 300 March 4, 2020 8/36
inhibition within the GPe. By contrast, STN firing rates monotonically increased as we 301 increased the excitatory input to STN and monotonically decreased as we increased 302 excitatory input to GPe ( Fig 2B) .
303
Irrespective of the differences in their mean firing rate, both STN and GPe showed 304 the same oscillation dynamics. More specifically, an increase in the excitatory input to 305 STN or decrease in the excitation to GPe led to the emergence of β band oscillations in 306 the STN-GPe network (Fig 2C, D -lighter color represents an oscillatory regime). This is 307 consistent with previous studies which showed that increase in excitatory inputs to STN 308 and inhibition to GPe from upstream brain areas (e.g striatum) are sufficient to trigger 309 oscillations in the sub-thalamo-pallidal circuitry [29, 35] .
310
To characterize the robustness of these results we simulated 10000 networks for 311 which each parameter (connection probability, synaptic strength and delays) were drawn 312 from a Gaussian distribution (see Methods). We estimated the state space of the These results ( increasing input drives. To better visualize this relationship we rendered spectral 327 entropy of the network activity as a function of STN and GPe firing rates ( Fig 2E) . We 328 found that GPe firing rates are not predictive of the oscillations in the network. For We also analyzed the spectrograms of the network activity in three exemplary 336 activity regimes: oscillatory, non-oscillatory and transition regimes (marked as 1, 3 and 337 2 respectively in Fig 3A) . These spectrograms are shown in S5 Fig Fig-bottom ). The network operating in the transition 340 regime (2) however, showed a propensity towards β-oscillation bursts even though the 341 oscillations were weak (S5 Fig-middle ).
342
Experimental data [12, 19] as well as previous computational models [29, 31] have 343 suggested that emergence of β band oscillations is accompanied by a decrease in the 344 firing rate of GPe neurons and an increase in the firing rate of STN neurons. Our 345 results suggest that only the STN firing rates are positively correlated with the power of 346 β band oscillations. Based on these observations we argue that a decrease in GPe 347 activity as observed experimentally may be necessary but not sufficient condition to 348 induce Parkinsonism. That is, reduction in the firing rate of GPe neurons or lesions of 349 GPe are not sufficient to induce beta band oscillations. This suggestion is consistent 350 with the experimental findings that GPe lesions in non-MPTP monkeys do not induce 351 any discernible motor signs of PD [17] . The STN firing rates being predictive of Besides changes in average firing rate, dopamine depleted animals also show an increase 361 in spike bursting, in both STN and GPe [8, 49] . Thus far it is not clear whether and how 362 spike bursts affect the β band oscillations. In both reduced or biophysical neuron 363 models introduction of spike bursting necessarily affects the total spike rate of the 364 neuron. As we have shown in the previous section firing rate itself has an effect on the 365 oscillations. That is, such neuron models cannot be used to isolate the contribution of 366 spike bursting on oscillations. Therefore, we used the SSBN model which allows us to 367 introduce spike bursting in a neuron without affecting its average firing rate [52] . Using 368 this model we systematically altered the fraction of bursting neurons in the STN 369 (FB STN ) and GPe (FB GPe ). Previously, in a model of neocortical networks we showed 370 that the effect of spike bursting depends on the network activity states [52] . Therefore, 371 we studied the effect of spike bursting on three exemplary network regimes (1) a strong 372 oscillatory regime, (2) at the border between oscillatory and non-oscillatory regimes 373 (transition regime) and (3) a non-oscillatory regime (marked as 1, 2 and 3 in Fig 3A) . 374 We found that when network was in a strong oscillatory regime (1), an increase in 375 the fraction of bursting neurons in GPe (FB GPe ) while altered the average firing rates 376 ( Fig 3B -upper panel) , it had no qualitative effect on the population oscillations . Similarly, when the network was in a non-oscillatory regime (network 378 activity regime 3), FB GPe had no effect on the spike rates and spectrum of the 379 population activity ( Fig 3D) . That is, in strong oscillatory and completely 380 non-oscillatory states, spike bursting has no consequence for the population activity 381 dynamics.
382
However, when the network was in the transition regime (network activity regime 2), 383 increase in FB GPe increased oscillations ( Fig 3C - 
393
In order to ensure that this effect was not dependent on the choice of within burst 394 inter-spike-interval (B isi = 5ms), we also measured the effect of spike bursts by Spike bursting has no effect on the network activity dynamics in this regime. (C) Same as in the panel (B) but when the network was operating in the transition regime (marked as state 2 in the panel A). In this regime, spike bursting affects the network activity state: increase in the fraction of bursting neurons in GPe induces oscillations whereas an optimal fraction of bursting neurons in STN can quench oscillations. (D) Same as in the panel (B) but when the network was operating in a non-oscillatory regime (marked as 3 in panel A). Addition of BS neurons did not affect a strong non-oscillatory regime. can be better observed in the spectrogram of the population activity of the network 426 ( Fig 4) . As a fraction of GPe neurons (FB GPe =40% in this case) were changed to elicit 427 spike bursts (at 1500 ms) β band oscillations emerged (Fig. 4) . These oscillations were 428 quenched when STN neurons also started to spike in bursts from time 3500 ms. When 429 ≈ 50% of STN neurons were bursty, the oscillations were almost completely quenched. 430 Any further increase in FB STN , however, led to re-emergence of oscillations, albeit at 431 lower frequencies (≈ 15Hz). FB GPe = 40% and FB STN = 100%, the network oscillates ≈ 15 Hz (last panel of Fig 4) . 437 We hypothesized that the interference of these two oscillations may underlie the Our results show that when the network is operating in the transition regime 453 (network activity regime 2), change in the fraction of spike bursting neurons can control 454 the emergence of β oscillations. It is interesting to note that in this regime, the firing 455 rate of STN and GPe neurons falls within the range recorded experimentally (that is, 456 37−48 spks/s for GPe, 9−16 spks/s for STN) for healthy conditions. This also suggests 457 that in healthy states, GPe-STN network may be operating in the regime at the border 458 of oscillatory and non-oscillatory state. In this regime, spike bursting may provide an 459 additional mechanism to generate short lived β band oscillations (β-oscillation bursts) 460 as has been observed in healthy rats [45] , that is, an increase in spike bursting in the the input rates such that the network operated in one of the six representative activity 474 states (marked as 1, 1 , 2, 2 , 3, 3 in Fig 5) and systematically varied the fraction of the amplitude and duration of β oscillation bursts. In particular we were interested in 496 identifying the fraction of spike bursting neurons needed to obtain β oscillation bursts 497 similar to those recorded in the BG during healthy conditions. The length of a β 498 oscillation burst was defined as the duration that the beta band amplitude envelope 499 remained above the threshold (Fig 6A) . The threshold (Fig 6A,B) Fig 2E) illustrates the effect of GPe and STN firing rates on oscillations. This is used to compare the effects of firing rates and spike bursting. The inset shows the 6 network states chosen for the comparison: two oscillatory (1 and 1 ), two border (2 and 2 ) and two non-oscillatory (3 and 3 ). In each of the chosen states, we varied the fraction of bursting neurons in both STN and GPe populations from 0 to 100%. For each combination of the fraction of spike bursting neurons we estimated the firing rate of STN and GPe neurons and their corresponding spectral entropy. Then firing rates and spectral entropy are plotted to create the six manifolds. The size of manifolds is much smaller than the background indicating that the changes in firing rates induced solely by spike bursting is rather small. An increase in the fraction of spike bursting neuron in the GPe increased the average 507 β oscillation burst length. However, an increase in the STN spike bursting ratio had a 508 non-monotonic effect on the beta oscillation burst length as we expected given the effect 509 of FB STN on spectral entropy (Fig 3C) . This also suggests a positive correlation between 510 the β oscillation burst length/duration and measured power in the β band in 511 monkeys [42] and PD patients [46] . However note that in [46] , the β oscillation burst 512 rate and amplitude are better correlated with β band power than the β oscillation burst 513 length. The β oscillation burst amplitude, however, increased with an increase in 514 fraction of bursting neuron in both GPe and STN ( Fig 6D) .
515
To compare the model output with the experimental data for rodents we measured 516 three features of the network activity for all combinations of FB STN and FB GPe : average 517 β-oscillation burst length, average β-oscillation burst peak frequency, and correlation positively correlated that is, stronger oscillatory bursts also last longer. Recent data 522 also suggests a positive correlation between beta amplitude and duration in 6-OHDA 523 lesioned rats, however it is stronger in GPe as compared to STN [64] . The presence of 524 such a relationship in healthy rats is not explored and therefore remains an assumption 525 of our model.
526
According to these measures, the regime with a small fraction of bursty neurons in 527 GPe (e.g. 10%) and STN (e.g. 20%) ( Fig 6C,D -cyan marker) resembled most closely 528 with the experimentally measured values of all the aforementioned features. In this 529 regime, the oscillation burst peak frequency was ≈ 20Hz. Moreover, oscillation burst 530 amplitude and oscillation burst length (mean value:≈ 0.24 s) were positively correlated 531 (r bl,ba = 0.46, p ≤ 0.0002) ( Fig 6E) .
532
For a higher fraction of spike bursting neurons in GPe (40%) and STN (40% -533 Fig 6F) , the average β-oscillation burst lengths increases to ≈ 0.8s, the intraburst 534 frequency decreases to ≈ 16Hz and the positive correlation between β-oscillation burst 535 amplitude and β-oscillation burst length is high and significant (r bl,ba = 0.92, 536 p < 0.0001). In a regime with a lower fraction of spike bursty neurons for GPe (10%) 537 and a higher fraction of spike bursting neurons in STN (80%), the positive correlation 538 between β-oscillation burst length and β-oscillation burst amplitude was not significant, 539 however the β-oscillation burst length is slightly higher (≈ 0.4 s) and β-oscillation burst 540 peak frequency is slower (≈ 15Hz).
541
The β-bursts are a population phenomenon in our model. To test whether β-bursts 542 are also observed in individual neurons we estimated the spectra of individual neuron 543 firing rates (S12 Fig). As expected, the β oscillation bursts were more prevalent in 544 neurons with higher firing rates. Moreover, it was not necessary for a neuron to spike in 545 all β-oscillation bursts, which indicates that the these oscillatory bursts are a network 546 effect. Furthermore, the oscillation frequency for the single neuron was more variable 547 than the population frequency at β (S12 Fig -GPe bursty #3, STN bursty #3 ).
548
Based on these results, we predict that short lived β-burst in healthy mice are 549 generated when ≈ 10% of GPe neurons and ≈ 20% of STN neurons elicit spike bursts.
550
It is unclear how these neurons are entrained to produce spike bursts. The spike 551 bursts in the GPe neurons could be caused by spike bursts in striatal neurons [64, 65] 
in 552
March 4, 2020 On the other hand, STN and GPe could also be entrained simultaneously by cortical 561 β-bursts directly or via striatum respectively [64] . Besides, these network interactions, 562 spike bursts could be caused by changes in the neuron properties due to lack of 563 dopamine or appropriate inputs. This is consistent with increased spike bursting in rat 564 STN slices with an increase in hyperpolarization of the neuron's membrane GPe neuron was much higher than the effective excitatory inputs, whereas oscillatory 580 states appeared when the effective excitation from STN to a GPe neuron increased (Fig. 581  7) .
582
Next we mapped the effect of GPe and STN spike bursting on the E-I balance in the 583 three exemplary network states (1: oscillatory, 2: border of oscillatory and 584 non-oscillatory, 3: non-oscillatory). As expected we found that in the oscillatory state 1, 585 increase in GPe spike bursting increased the effective inhibition and excitation whereas 586 STN spike bursting has a non-monotonic effect (Fig 7 -state marked as 1) . However, in 587 this state bursting in either population was not strong enough to change the E-I balance 588 in order to introduce a qualitative change in the network state. Similarly for the 589 non-oscillatory state 3, a change in the fraction of spike bursting neuron in the GPe and 590 STN spike bursting was not sufficient to introduce any qualitative change in the state of 591 the network (Fig 7) . When the network was in the regime 2, even though increase in 592 fraction of bursting neuron in the GPe introduced a small change in the effective E-I 593 balance, it was sufficient to move the network activity into the oscillatory regime from 594 non-oscillatory regime. Increased in the fraction of bursting neuron in the STN showed 595 a non-monotonic effect on the E-I balance and while a moderate amount of 596 FB STN pushed the network towards the non-oscillatory regime, which was not the case 597 for a higher FB STN (Fig 7) . E-I balance for oscillatory and non-oscillatory network states for 100% non-bursting neurons. Each filled circle shows E-I balance for different external inputs to STN and GPe neurons shown in Fig 2-3 . The effect of spike bursting on E-I balance is shown for the three exemplary network activity regimes: 1-Oscillatory regime, 2-Transition regime, 3-Non-oscillatory regime (see Fig 3 for details) . Different colored stars and filled circles show how the E-I balance varied as function of change in the fraction of spike bursting neurons in the GPe (warmer colors indicate higher % of spike bursting neurons). The trajectory from the star (STN spike bursting ratio = 0%) to the filled circle shows change in the E-I balance as the fraction of spike bursting in STN is varied from 0% to 100%. In all the states spike bursting tends to make the network activity more oscillatory, however, the amount by which spike bursting is able to push the network towards oscillatory regime depends on the network activity regime itself.
Discussion
599
PD is characterized by change in both firing rate and firing patterns of GPe and STN as 600 shown in animals models [8, [49] [50] [51] . In this study, we focused on uncoupling the roles of 601 STN and GPe population firing rate and firing patterns (spike bursting) in determining 602 the presence of oscillations. Our results show that an increase in the firing rate of STN 603 neurons is the primary determinant of oscillations in the STN-GPe network, however 604 the effect of changes in GPe firing rates is contingent on the firing rate of STN neurons. 605 Similarly, the effect of increase in spike bursting in STN and GPe neurons is contingent 606 on the dynamical state of the network.
607
Effect of firing rate changes on β band oscillations 608 In our model network, an increase in the firing rate of STN neurons was sufficient to 609 drive the network into an oscillatory state, irrespective of the firing rate of the GPe 610 neurons. By contrast, a decrease in the firing rate of GPe neurons was able to generate 611 β band oscillations only when STN neuron firing rate also increased (Fig 2E, S4 Fig) .
612
A change in GPe and STN firing rates also alter the effective excitation-inhibition of 613 the network (Fig 7, 8) . The non-oscillatory network states were observed in the 614 inhibition dominant regime (when effective inhibition to a GPe neuron was higher than 615 effective excitation). An increase in effective excitation altered the regime to oscillatory. 616 This result may explain the experimental observation that the therapeutic effect of DBS 617 in human and non-human primates is accompanied by a corresponding decrease in STN 618 firing rates [67, 68] and an associated corresponding increase in GPe/GPi firing 619 rates [67-69] and thereby tipping the network balance towards the inhibition dominant. 620 Our results also show that if the firing rate of STN neurons remains fixed, changes in 621 the firing rate of GPe neurons are not sufficient to influence the oscillations. Indeed, it 622 can be argued that because STN and GPe are recurrently connected, their firing rates 623 cannot independently change. However, these results imply that the β band oscillations 624 are more sensitive to changes in STN firing rates than to GPe firing rates. This is 625 consistent with the observations that STN inactivation with muscimol (decreased STN 626 firing rates) suppressed oscillations [8] in monkeys. By contrast, intrapallidal blocking of 627 GABAergic receptors (increased GPe firing rates) either had no effect or increased the 628 oscillations [8]. In our model there are two possible mechanisms to induce beta-band 629 oscillations: (a) Theindirect pathway induced oscillations can be initiated by reducing 630 the firing rate of GPe neurons via transient increase in firing rate of D2-spiny projection 631 neurons. (b) The hyper-direct pathway induced oscillations can be initiated by a 632 transient increase in the firing rate of cortical neurons projecting onto the STN neurons. 633 Our results suggest that the indirect pathway induced oscillations can be quenched by 634 transiently decreasing the activity of STN neurons but the hyper-direct pathway induced 635 oscillations cannot be countered by transiently increase the activity of GPe neurons.
636
At the behavioral level, the sensitivity of β band oscillations to STN firing rates 637 could provide an explanation for the importance of STN in response inhibition in 638 general and, especially when there is an increase in potential responses (high conflict 639 task). Experimental data in humans have shown that the STN firing rates increase in 640 proportion to the degree of conflict in an action-selection task [70] . Interestingly, the 641 increase in STN firing rates during a high conflict task is also accompanied by an 642 increase in β band activity [71] and is reminiscent of increase in rat STN activity [72] as 643 well as power of the β band oscillations observed in successful STOP trials [73] . there may be a functional rationale to the sensitivity of oscillations to STN firing rates 647 as shown by our results. That is, an increase in STN firing rates could be a mechanism 648
March 4, 2020 21/36 to delay the decision making ("hold the horses" [75]) by increasing the β band activity, 649 which cannot be vetoed by the GPe and thereby plays a vital role at response 650 inhibition [76] .
651
Effect of changes in spike bursting on beta band oscillations 652 Our results show that the effect of GPe or STN spike bursting is dependent on the state 653 of the network as defined by the firing rates of the STN and GPe neurons. In a regime 654 with strong oscillations, GPe and STN spike bursting does not qualitatively change the 655 network state and the network remains oscillatory. Similarly, in a non-oscillatory regime, 656 GPe and STN spike bursting has no qualitative effect on the network state. However, in 657 a regime at the border of oscillatory and non-oscillatory, an increase in bursting neurons 658 in the GPe induces oscillations but the effect of increasing STN spike bursting neurons 659 depends on the fraction of GPe spike bursting neurons. In this regime, when spike 660 bursting neurons in the GPe induce oscillations (0.1≤FB GPe ≤0.4), a small increase in 661 the fraction of bursting neurons in the STN disrupts the oscillations. However, a large 662 fraction of spike bursting neurons in the STN re-instate the β band oscillation (Fig 4) . 663 This non-monotonic effect of spike bursting neurons in the STN is because when 664 neurons spike in bursts both STN and GPe tend to induce oscillations at slightly 665 different frequencies (Fig 4, S11 Fig) . The relative power of these oscillations depends 666 on the fraction of spike bursting neurons in the two populations. When
667
FB GPe = FB STN ≈ 0.5 the magnitude of the two oscillations is comparable and they 668 produce 'beats' resulting in a reduction in the power of β band oscillations. However, if 669 FB GPe ≥ 0.5 or FB STN ≥ 0.5, the stronger of the two oscillations overcomes the other, 670 resulting in the higher power in the β band.
671
Similar to the rate effect, the effect of spike bursting can also be captured by 672 calculating the balance of effective excitation and inhibition in the network (Fig 7, 8) .
673
GPe bursting increases both the effective excitation and inhibition to a GPe neuron.
674
Therefore, when a network is operating close to the border of oscillatory and 675 non-oscillatory regime, increase in bursting in GPe neurons pushes the network to an 676 oscillatory regime (Fig 8) . An increase in spike bursting neurons in the STN, however, 677 has a non-monotonic effect -a small number of bursting neurons counter the effect of 678 GPe bursting by decreasing both effective excitation and inhibition. However the effect 679 of larger number of STN neurons bursting collude with the effect of GPe spike bursting 680 by increasing both effective excitation and inhibition (Fig 8) .
681
During PD, both STN and GPe neuron show an increase in spike bursting activity in 682 monkeys [8, 49] and rats [50, 51] . Based on our results, we propose that increase in STN 683 bursting might play a compensatory role in an attempt to quench the burst induced 684 oscillations as a self-regulating mechanism. However, it has been shown that dopamine 685 depletion itself leads to increased spike bursting in STN slices [77] [78] [79] .
686
The effective excitation-inhibition change induced by the striatal/cortical inputs to 687 STN/GPe neurons is much bigger than the change induced by spike bursts. We 688 corroborated this by the observation that the firing rate changes solely due to spike 689 bursting are much smaller than the firing rate changes due to input drives ( Fig 5) . This 690 is the reason why spike bursts failed to change the network states when it was operating 691 in strongly asynchronous or oscillatory states (Fig 3B,D) . These modest firing rate Fig 7) show the oscillatory and non-oscillatory regimes of STN-GPe network as a function of effective excitation and inhibition. The arrows schematically show the change in EI-balances as we increase spike bursting in the STN or GPe. The STN-GPe network oscillations are more sensitive to the STN firing rate. The balance of STN and GPe firing rates determines the global state of network activity. Spike bursting in GPe always increases both effective inhibition and effective excitation. Small increases in spike bursting in STN results in a decrease in both effective excitation and effective inhibition and thereby, reduces oscillations. By contrast, a large increase in the fraction of spike bursting neurons in the STN increases both effective inhibition and effective excitation and thereby, enhances oscillations. However, this effect is smaller and therefore, spike bursting is effective in altering the network oscillations only when the network is operating close to the border of oscillatory and non-oscillatory states.
Tandem of GPe-STN spike bursting generates beta oscillations 697 bursts 698
In healthy conditions, short epochs of oscillations (β bursts) have been observed in 699 rodents [45, 62] and non-human primates [63] . They are also observed in Parkinsonian 700 patients during dopamine ON state [20] . The precise function of β bursts in healthy 701 conditions is currently unknown but they tend to occur before movement (e.g after the 702 cue [45] ) and disappear when the movement is initiated [80] [81] [82] [83] . Beta bursts become 703 longer and stronger during Parkinsonian conditions [20] , therefore, they are thought to 704 be correlated with impairment of voluntary movement in PD patients [20, 46, 47] . The 705 average length of the β bursts in healthy rodents last for an average of 0.2 sec [62] . In 706 our model, we can generate the oscillatory β bursts of average burst length 0.24 s by 707 making 10% of GPe and 20% of STN neurons are of spike bursting type ( Fig 6) . We 708 propose that an interplay of spike bursts in a STN-GPe network lying on the border of 709 oscillatory and non-oscillatory regime may be the underlying mechanism to generate 710 short bursts of β oscillations.
711
Experimental results in rat brain slices have shown that an increased spike bursting 712 in STN is associated with an increase in hyperpolarization of the neuron's membrane 713 potential [66] . That is, spike bursts in the GPe network (e.g. because of striatal 714 bursts [64]) can induce spike bursting in the STN neuron by inducing large synchronized 715 inhibition. However, if only less than 50% of the GPe neurons generate spike bursts, an 716 equivalent proportion of neurons bursting in STN will quench the oscillations resulting 717 in a short-lived "β burst".
718
However, in pathological conditions, the network state could be pushed into the 719 oscillatory regime (either due to a change in firing rates or excessive spike bursting) 720 where these oscillations can no longer be quenched. This has been explained in the 721 summary figure (Fig 8) .
722
Our results also suggest that in healthy conditions the network might operate on the 723 boundary of synchronization and asynchronization regime. Operating at the boundary 724 enables the network to make incursions into the oscillatory regime (when GPe neurons 725 elicit spike bursts) and retreat to the asynchronization regime (when STN neurons elicit 726 spike bursts) with a proportion of spike bursting neurons where such self-regulated 727 transitions are possible. However, in pathological conditions, the network very likely 728 shifts deeper into the oscillation regime (due to the change in firing rates or excessive 729 spike bursting), where no amount of STN bursting can push the network back to 730 asynchronized regime. A similar idea was suggested by [84, 85] where they explored the 731 effect of excitatory input drive to GPe (I app ) and STN-GPe synaptic strength (g syn ) on 732 β band oscillations. They found that a higher drive to GPe (I app ) and lower STN-GPe 733 synaptic strength (g syn ) leads to asynchronous activity whereas low input drive to GPe 734 and high STN-GPe synaptic strength leads to a strong oscillatory state. These results 735 are consistent with our observations, that an increased excitatory drive to GPe leads to 736 asynchronous activity and vice versa (Fig 2C,D) . The regime on the border yields
Model Limitations
747
Here we aimed to use a minimal model sufficient to dissociate the effect of firing rates 748 and spike bursts on the dynamics of STN-GPe network. The model was constrained by 749 experimental data on synaptic connectivity and neuronal firing rates in healthy states. 750 However, the model has a number of limitations. For instance, the neuron model that is 751 effective in isolating the effects of firing rates and spike bursts, assumed that in every 752 spike bursts, a fixed number of spikes are elicited. Therefore, our model cannot account 753 for phenomena such as firing rate adaptation within bursts. Furthermore, we have 754 focused on spike burst changes in the STN-GPe network alone. Inputs from other 755 sources such as pallidostriatal [26] , thalamocortical or thalamostriatal projections may 756 also influence the β oscillation bursts but were not considered in our model.
757
With regard to the oscillations we specifically focused on the β band, however the 758 oscillations in β-band are known to be closely related to oscillations in other frequency 759 bands, especially γ-band [26, 59, [91] [92] [93] . The analysis should be extended to include 760 other frequency bands and their relation to β oscillation bursts. Moreover, we also do 761 not distinguish between high and low frequency β bands oscillation. We show that the 762 frequency of oscillations could be determined by the proportion of GPe and STN 763 neurons that are bursty. There is evidence for a drift in oscillation frequency from high 764 to low β bands in striatal LFPs during episodes of increased β band power triggered by 765 infusion of cholinergic agonist in awake mice [25] . Moreover, it has been suggested that 766 the low β band oscillations are anti-kinetic and gets regulated by dopamine whereas 767 high β maybe non-pathological in nature [10] in humans [94] , monkeys [95] and rats [59] . 768 Hence the issue of different β oscillations bands needs to be investigated in further 769 detail.
770
In terms of the mechanisms underlying the emergence of β band oscillations we have 771 explored only two causes of these oscillations: changes in firing rates and spike bursting, 772 however there may be various other factors that can modulate the β band oscillations. 773 Indeed, the BG network has multiple excitatory-inhibitory loops capable of inducing 774 oscillations. We have also assumed that input the STN-GPe neurons is aperiodic, 775 uncorrelated Poisson distributed spike trains. This choice was made to explore the 776 response of the network to firing rate changes in the input drive. However, inputs to 777 STN-GPe are richer in their statistics and dynamics, e.g. bursty, periodic, 778 correlated [24, 30, 35, 64, 96, 97] . Such non-Poissonian inputs might underlie resonance of 779 STN-GPe network at certain frequencies [34] . In future models effect of non-Poissonian 780 inputs should explored in more detail.
781
As is typical for computational models, necessary parameters are rarely available 782 from a single animal model and single experimental conditions. To counter this 783 limitation, we varied the parameters by 10-20% to ensure the robustness of our results. 784 Even though the model was constrained by data from rodents some of the model results 785 are consistent with experimental observations made in non-human primates and human 786 patients. This similarity underscores the generality of the model and the experimental 787 phenomena (i.e. properties of beta band oscillations). 
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828
Different dots correspond to network simulations with different parameters. For a wide 829 range of GPe firing rates the network can be in an oscillatory or non-oscillatory states, 830 however, high firing rate in STN is necessary to induce oscillations.
831
S5 Spectrograms of network activity in three exemplary network activity 832 regimes. top: Non-oscillatory regime (marked as 3 in Fig 3A) . middle: Transition 833 regime (marked as 2 in Fig 3A) . bottom: Oscillatory regime (marked as 1 in Fig 3A in 834 the main text). S8 Effect of spike bursting when the network was operating in an oscillatory state 846 (regime 1). 40% of GPe neurons (golden yellow) were converted into bursting neurons at 847 time 1500ms -this had no effect of on the network activity state. To see the effect of 848 spike bursting in STN neurons, in addition to the 40% GPe neurons, we also converted 849 30% of STN neurons (cyan) in bursting neurons at 3500ms. Even this change failed to 850 alter the network activity state. The instantaneous firing rate (binsize = 10 ms) is 851 plotted in black for bursting and non-bursty populations for GPe and STN.
852
S9 Effect of spike bursting when the network was operating in the transition regime 853 (regime 2). 40% of GPe neurons (golden yellow) were converted into spike bursting 854 neurons at time 1500ms. This led to the emergence of weak beta band oscillations (see 855 the spike raster in the right panel before 3500ms). To see the effect of bursting in STN 856 neurons, in addition to the 40% GPe neurons, we also converted 30% of STN neurons 857 (cyan) in bursting neurons at 3500ms. Spike bursting in STN quenched the oscillation 858 initiated by spike bursting in the GPe. The instantaneous firing rate (binsize = 10 ms) 859 is plotted in black for bursting and non-bursty populations for GPe and STN. 860 S10 Effect of spike bursting when the network was operating in an non-oscillatory 861 state (regime 3). 40% of GPe neurons (golden yellow) were converted into bursting 862 neurons at time 1500ms -this had no effect on the network activity state. To see the 863 effect of spike bursting in STN neurons, in addition to the 40% GPe neurons, we also 864 converted 30% of STN neurons (cyan) in bursting neurons at 3500ms. Even this change 865 failed to alter the network activity state. The instantaneous firing rate (binsize = 10 ms) 866 is plotted in black for bursting and non-bursty populations for GPe and STN. exemplary neurons, #1 -neuron with average firing rates ≤ mean population firing rate 878 (37.16 spks/s), #2 -neuron with average firing rate = mean population firing rate, #3 -879 neuron with average firing rate > mean population firing rate. C: Spectrograms of each 880 of the six chosen neurons from the STN and GPe.
